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With a freshly updated Lexus Multimedia System with Apple CarPlay® and newly added Android Auto™ integration, the 2020 RC offers the latest in 
connectivity. Bold driving dynamics and sleek, athletic styling engage the senses and deliver thrilling driving experiences.
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2020 RC 300 AND RC 350: WHAT’S NEW

MULTIMEDIA
Lexus Multimedia System updated to Gen 11:

• Standard Android Auto™ integration

• Enform App Suite 2.0 with Lexus+Alexa and Waze (Waze on Display Audio only; iOS only)

• Lexus Enform Safety Connect (three-year complimentary trial)

• Lexus Enform Remote (three-year complimentary trial)

• Enform Destination Assist (three-year complimentary trial; navigation head unit only)

• Enform Wi-Fi (service provided by AT&T; complimentary 4GB or three-month trial)

PACKAGES AND OPTIONS
• Mark Levinson® Premium Surround 

Sound System available as a 
standalone option

• Heated and ventilated front seats 
(HH) no longer available

Crafted to stand apart, this iconic sport 
coupe doesn’t just command the road, it 
commands attention at every turn. With  
its sleek form and aggressive stance, the 
RC seamlessly balances expressive styling 
with breathtaking performance. In front, 
a bold fascia announces its arrival. While 
strong character lines sweep toward 
its dramatic rear valance and evocative 
LED taillamps, creating an expressive 
appearance from every angle.

EXTERIOR

RC 300 RWD RC 300 AWD RC 350 RWD RC 350 AWD

Engine
2.0-liter turbocharged  

4-cylinder
3.5-liter V6 3.5-liter V6 3.5-liter V6

Horsepower (@ rpm) 241 @ 5,800 260 @ 6,600 311 @ 6,600 311 @ 6,600

Torque (lb-ft @ rpm) 258 @ 1,650 236 @ 2,000 280 @ 4,800 280 @ 4,800

Transmission 8-speed 6-speed 8-speed 6-speed

Drivetrain Rear-wheel drive All-wheel drive Rear-wheel drive All-wheel drive

0–60 MPH Acceleration (sec) 7.3 6.3 5.8 6.0

Estimated Fuel Economy—City/Highway/
Combined (mpg)

21/30/24 18/24/21 20/28/23 19/26/21

Price Range $41,295–51,860 $43,985–53,345 $44,225–56,690 $46,390–55,710

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

The RC 300 RWD sports a 2.0-liter turbocharged four-cylinder 
engine producing 241 horsepower with 258 lb-ft of torque. The  
RC 300 AWD and RC 350 are powered by a 3.5-liter V6, offering 
260 and 311 horsepower, respectively. Combined with specially tuned 
shock absorbers and suspension bushings, the RC delivers a smooth, 
athletic ride and almost telepathic handling.

PERFORMANCE

Lexus Safety System+ (and peace of mind) comes standard with the 
2020 Lexus RC, offering a suite of class-leading safety technologies 
that many competitors only provide as options. Every RC also comes 
with Vehicle Dynamics Integrated Management (VDIM) that is 
designed to predict and take steps to help prevent a skid even before 
it occurs by using a combination of individual-wheel braking, torque 
modulation and steering torque assistance.

SAFETY AND SECURITY

KEY SELLING POINTS
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RC E-BROCHURE ADDITIONAL RC RESOURCES

Scan this code to download the 2020 Lexus RC 
brochure or got to https://www.lexuslearn.com/
documents/7087

For additional resources, scan this code or go to  
https://www.lexuslearn.com/model/2020/RC

Guests can quickly access the radio, climate controls and 
an ever-growing library of third-party, Apple and Android 
Auto apps on the standard 7.0-inch multimedia display. 
With the Lexus skill for Amazon Alexa and Lexus+Alexa 
in-vehicle integration, Guests can control a variety of in-car 
and home-to-car functions while on the go.

INFOTAINMENT

The 2020 RC F SPORT adds another level 
of performance and race-inspired styling.

RC F SPORT PACKAGE

F SPORT FEATURES

• Unique front bumper, grille 
and rear valance

• F SPORT-tuned suspension

• Adaptive Variable 
Suspension (AVS)

•	 19-inch	split-five-spoke	alloy	
wheels with summer (RWD) 
or all-season (AWD) tires

• Drive Mode Select (Eco, 
Normal, Sport S, Sport S+ 
and Custom)

• Electrochromic heated 
outside mirrors with auto  
tilt-down in reverse

• Rain-sensing wipers

• F SPORT bolstered front 
heated and ventilated  
power seats

• Lexus Memory System for 
driver’s seat, outside mirrors 
and steering wheel position

• Aluminum pedals and  
black headliner

• LC-inspired instrumentation 
with G-force monitor

• Standard navigation system 
with 10.3-inch display

• Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) 
with	Rear	Cross-Traffic	Alert	
(RCTA)
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The driver-centric cockpit of the RC features a 10-way 
power driver’s seat, dual-zone climate control and close-
to-hand controls for Drive Mode Select and the available 
Mark Levinson® Premium Surround Sound Audio System. 
The	RC	interior	features	a	Dark	Gray	Streamline	finish	on	
the climate and audio control panels, and a sophisticated 
analog clock with GPS-linked setting.

INTERIOR

The RC pampers with an extensive feature list, including an available expansive 
moonroof with unique outer-sliding design that provides a larger opening and 
more interior headroom than conventional moonroofs. Available heated and 
ventilated front seats offer separate heaters and fans in the seat cushions to 
provide optimum comfort, regardless of the weather. The Lexus Memory System 
allows multiple drivers to personalize and recall the settings for the driver’s seat 
(except lumbar), the outside mirrors and the steering wheel position.

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

KEY SELLING POINTS
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